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Murders Osama Bin Ladin

olokai’s independent farmers joined with the Hawaii Farm Bureau,
University of Hawai‘i CTAHR, the County of Maui and USDA
NRCS, and DHHL to showcase the diverseity of “Breadbasket of
Hawai‘i”. The annual Molokai Ag Country Fair featured a livestock show, chili
cooking contest, a keiki lei contest, fresh fruit and vegetables, plants and lots of
great food booths. Home grown products including Molokai Made products
included Coffees of Hawaii’s expanded line of products, the freshest organic produce from Kumu Farms and the quality food dryers and Por-da-gee Horseshoes
made by Dennis Keanini. “Who’s Your Farmer?” T-shirts by the now college student Kerianne Mokuau’s Mom make a great graduation gift. One of the innovative new farmer projects was the Aquaponics demonstration by Micah Buchanan
featured lucious lettuce.
Game fowl show, Dog show, greased pig contest and 4-H Cloverleaf horse
rides were interesting and fun to watch. Serious home gardeners were enthusiastic about the information offered and free seeds and plants offered by various agencies. Master Gardener Ellen offered free seeds and a fun seed/seedling puzzle.
Saved Seeds were offered by Papohaku Farms, Puakala Farms, Aina Ola and the
University of Hawaii. There was lots to learn and do at this Agriculture Country
Fair. There was Deep Diversity in the quality exhibits, activities and products
offered by the Molokai and wider agriculture and farming community.
Mistress of Announcements Zhantell kept everyone interested and busy
checking out the information booths and activities between music and announcements of lucky number winners. [See more photos page 2]
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Most unusual (Li‘i and
friends, with Bill) , most handsome (Buffalo with Jorgen) and
most beautiful (a lively sleek
black and white young dog) were
awarded trophies by Lyndon.
Yolanda served up MEO’s
best healthy turkey chili for
Mayor Alan Arakawa, one of the
Chili Contest judges.
Arlene demonstrated orchid
transplanting.
Master Gardener Ellen
shared free seeds and information about growing vegetables.
Chef served up freshly sliced
Molokai roast beef to appreciative tasters at the Livestock
Association’s table.
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Where’s the Beef?

Step right up and get a free

sample of Molokai produced roast beef

sandwich !
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NRA says Obama the Usurper Waiting
2nd Term to Gut the 2nd Amendment

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Obama will wait until a second term frees him from political concerns to gut
Second Amendment rights, NRA Executive Vice President and CEO Wayne
LaPierre tells Newsmax.TV in an exclusive interview.
LaPierre also called for the resignation of Attorney General Eric Holder over
a Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms sting that sold weapons to figures
associated with the Mexico drug trade. “Operation Fast and Furious may have
gotten one or perhaps two federal agents killed, and countless other innocent victims have been murdered with the illegal guns that our own government allowed
into Mexico all to advance a political agenda,” he said, adding that Holder has
claimed he didn't OK the sting..
“He’s the attorney general of the United States of America – the highest law
enforcement officer in our land,” LaPierre said. “Who’s in charge? If he didn’t
know, then who’s minding the store? If Holder didn’t know, Holder has got to go.
LaPierre demanded that Obama et al stop the stonewalling, and stop the lies
because the lying is getting people killed every day, as Obama and Hoder “...has
been willing to let people die to advance their assault on the Second Amendment.
Obama says he supports gun rights, but he put Sotomayor on the Supreme
Court along with Elena Kagan who will spend the next 25 years trying to gut this
freedom in this country. “
LaPierre said Second Amendment freedoms need to be defended every day
or be lost. He said the greatest threat was posed by elites and politicians whose
lives are protected with all kinds of armed security and yet they want to deny the
American public the right to protect themselves.
“We have 25,000 violent crimes a week in this country,” he said. “The 911
calls are horrible and the government is not protecting those people. … The only
thing those law abiding people have is the Second Amendment and the right to
own a firearm to protect themselves.”
He said that armed, law-abiding citizens is the only thing that keeps us safe
and maintained the only “time government stops crime is if it’s lucky or coincidence.”
Obama leafleted the heartland of the country last time saying he would
always defend the Second Amendment.
Now we have Sotomayor and Elena Kagan on the Supreme Court and one
more nomination could tip this vote the other way and destroy gun rights freedom
in this country.”
If police are going to issue permits to legislators and judges and prosecutors,
then obviously they see the PURPOSE of concealed carry for same reasons we
demand our right to keep and bear arms: security of our free state, protection
from criminals and tyrants and terrorists.
No more need for permits, no need for registration, microstamping, no more
quarrel with open carry, or other gun laws. Nobody needs a permit for self
defense !
Tyrants see it this way: “A system of licensing and registration is the perfect
device to deny gun ownership to the bourgeoisie.” - Vladimir Ilyich Lenin

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
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Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Obama Murdered
Osama Bin Landin

Obama Murders for Political Gain
The potential political liability of a failed conspiracy to murder his political
enemy was greater than the potential political benefit, so illegal alien-Usurper
POTUS. Obama, as Commander in Chief of War Racketeering, on April 29
Obama ordered up the elite ST-6 killers to do the job without fail, ASAP.
Reports from Obama-News indicate that on May 1, 2011, Obama played a
round of golf, then turned on the TV with a bunch of his co-conspirators [photo
below] to watch live the play by play dawn raid and murder action.

The Book that forced Obama’s BC-Out!
Jerome Corsi’s expose prompted Obama to release another fake “birth certificate” to try to stop accusations that he is not a qualified Natural Born American
Citizen as required by the Constitution to hold the Office of POTUS. This book
proves Obama is NOT eligible to be sitting in the White House. He's not qualified.
He doesn't meet the test. And Obama himself has provided all the proof we need
to draw that conclusion. Order book toll free: 1-800-496-3266

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5 ACRES $9,750! Southern COLORADO. Level valley land on road.
Near high mountains and rivers.
Surveyed. $500 down, $125 monthly.
Owner 806-376-8690.
diane.steed@att.net

Boy-o-boy, that was riveting, dramatic, best episode of “24-TV”, ever!
Obama publically bathed in the glory of Bin Ladin’s blood after his ST-6
killers succeeded in their murderous mission. It only cost American taxpayers a
billion dollars for the helicopter destroyed by crashlanding in Bin Landin’s front
yard at 230am, $1-million fuel to drag OBL’s corps hundreds of miles to be
dumped at sea, and murdered several other people at OBL’s home, shot OBL’s
wife in leg, and left several witnesses including OBL’s 13 year old daughter who
reportedly testified she witnessed Obama’s ST-6 killers shoot to death her
phone 1-808-553-5992.
unarmed father in cold blood, then burgularized the home. Of course, Obama~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HELP WANTED
Chicago-DEA-style, no search warrant needed to murder the politicaly conFINAL EXPENSE AGENCY
demned OBL who denied any connection to 9/11/01 after Bush/Clinton/Israel
needs licensed insurance agents – Paid cabal accused him, and used OBL as an excuse to attack Afghanistan, then Iraq
daily – Agent incentives with growth – for oil and to make Israeli Zionist Jews safer from the Arab natives.
Proven lead system TV & Direct Mail
Cold blooded pre-meditated murder of Osama Bin Ladin was ordered by
– Call Laura, 1-800-722-4605
Barack H. Obama aka Barry Sotoro aka Usurper of Office of President of USA
===================
where he operates the most viscious, ruthless, bloodthursty, anti Constitution
Freedom Is NOT FREE
anti-American socialist/Marxist War Racket with no respect for Oath of Office,
Enforce the Bill of Rights
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Bill of Rights, Sovereignty of We The People, not even the Sovereignty of any
Freedom is not a spectator sport! foreign Nation except his terrorist friends who call themselves Jews in Israel and
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
An armed man is a Citizen; control POTUS and Congress and Banks and Media in USA. Obviously, Obama
un-armed man is a subject. et al did not want OBL alive to tell again that he and Afghanistan had nothing to
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ do with 9/11/01, Iraq had no WMD which would add further damnation to
Obama's lies and treasons and bring focus back onto “W” and Clinton et al who
are the real conspirators with Jewish Mossad and Larry Silverstein in 9/11 and to
make Patriot Act pass, make war on Israel's enemies, steal oil resources, and
bring down three old sky scrapers at a fraction of the cost Silverstein would have
had to pay to take them down EPA, then destroyed crime scene evidence, and
further coverup it up with the Congressional Committee on 9/11/01 report that
ignored all evidence of demolition vs airplane crash on 9/11 and amounts to
obstruction of justice and treason. Obama murdered Osama, and he should be
prosecuted for Murder in the First Degree along with all his complicit aids and
the military elites who just follow orders like good Nazis always do instead of
REFUSING UNLAWFUL ORDERS from Obama the USURPER in CHIEF of
War Racketeering, and #1 Domestic Enemy of the Constitution! [more page 5 ]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2-bdrm house, newly renovated,
fully furnished. Carport, storage, laundry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $575

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2011-2012
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253
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Why Did Obama Murder Osama?
Osama Bin Laden [54] was unarmed when he was Murdered in Cold Blood
by US SEALS on Orders from Barack Hussein Obama. He was shot in the
chest and head on Sunday, May 1 before dawn in his bedroom after OBL's wife
rushed at these criminal home invaders who came there to murder her husband.
She was shot in the leg.
Obama’s lies flying like flies, now Obama’s hero story changes. White
House spokesman Jay Carney said Bin Laden's wife "rushed" the first US
assaulter who entered the room where they were, and was shot in the leg but not
killed as previously reported by Obama. White House officials also said the
woman who was reportedly killed in the firefight was being used by Bin Laden
as a human shield, but that was a lie.
They said OBL was shot in a firefight with US SEALS, but Bin Laden was
unarmed and was murdered in cold blood in front of his daughter and wife on
order of Barack H. Obama, et al. Oh, yeah, Obama and TS-6, heros or terrorists?
According to the CIA, Bin Laden, aged 54, was the founder and leader of
al-Qaeda. He was accused by President W. Bush et al to have ordered the two
airplane attacks on New York Twin Towers and Pentagon on 11 September
2001, as well as a number of other deadly bombings, all of which Osama Bin
Ladin denied. No evidence was ever produced by FBI or CIA.
With OBL now reportedly dead, Clinton, Bush, and Obama and NeoCon
Zionist-Jews of Israel and Mossad no longer have to worry what truths might be
revealed by testimony if Osama were take alive and put on public trial.
Obama and the CIA said they did not tell Pakistan about the May 1 raid in
advance over their fears that Pakistani leaders would jeopardise the mission.
This was SHOW TIME ! Just like WACO 1993 show of force, i.e. tyranny!
This criminal unilateral action was admittedly ordered by Barack H.
Obama, and the circumstances and timing leads to the conclusion it was showtime for public relations and to make Obama look like a hero and distract from
Obama’s eligibility critics who point out that Obama is an unregistered alien
unqualified to be POTUS and an enemy of the Constitution
Obama’s political black hole is deep.
There is the lawsuit being heard in California on May 2 to force Obama to
produce all his documents normally available regarding POTUS .
There is the best selling new book at Amazon “Where’s the Birth
Certificate” by Dr. Jerome Corsi that delivers on the promise to prove Obama is
a fraud and not eligible to be POTUS even as the mainstream press continues to
ridicule "birthers" as conspiracists, kooks and racists, dozens of lawsuits cite
Obama's dual citizenship and other problematic parts of his past as unequivocally disqualifying him from the U.S. presidency according to the original meaning
and intent of the Constitution. In fact, Obama's release, after years of
stonewalling, of what is purported to be his long-form birth certificate, was a
preemptive strike against this book. As the Washington Post has documented, it
was April 21 that Obama had his team of lawyers contact Hawaii about releasing the document. That would be exactly one day after "The Drudge Report"
featured Corsi's book, propelling it to top bestseller status. In this controversial
new book, going far beyond the issue of birth certificates, Corsi documents conclusively that no legal authority has ever verified Obama's legal eligibility to be
president, that glaring inconsistencies, blackouts and outright fabrications in his
life narrative have generated widespread doubts, and that, in fact, a compelling
body of evidence says Obama is not a natural-born citizen as is required of all
presidents by Article 2, Section 1, of the Constitution. In "Where's the Birth
Certificate?," you'll read how: Obama was born a dual citizen of the United
Kingdom and the United States, a circumstance the Constitution's framers considered an iron-clad roadblock to the presidency.
As a boy, Obama was officially registered in school as a Muslim and
Indonesian citizen, another barrier to U.S. natural-born citizenship.
The press and blogosphere reported that Obama was born at Queen's
Medical Center in Honolulu – before deciding he was born across town at
Kapi'olani Women's and Children's Hospital.
The Congressional Research Service, a public policy arm of Congress, officially admits no one in the government ever vetted Obama's eligibility.
Jerome Corsi ferrets out previously unknown facts, documents the law, connects the dots, champions the clear intent of the Constitution's framers and in so
doing pieces together a devastating indictment. Order book: 1-800-496-3266
The result of three years of exhaustive research involving investigative trips
to Kenya, Hawaii and points in between, "Where's the Birth Certificate?" establishes the case not only that Barack Obama isn't legally qualified to be president, but that, aided by his media co-conspirators, he has conducted one of the
most audacious cover-ups ever perpetrated at the highest level of American politics.
And, last but not least, Obama just announced he will campaign for reelection in 2012, and he needs some hero status now to float out of the black hole.

LETTERs to EDITOR:
Dear Editor,
I commend Hawaii˙s Governor Abercrombie for his admitted failure to discover Obama birth certificate. Now , due to Donald Trump's pressure, Chairman
Obama has issued a PDF file of his long form. The only problem is that the file
is a multi layered PDF file which can be delaminated to see how the document
was fabricated. That White House file was not created by a simple scan of a
document! You may still be able to down load it, as I have, just incase Obama
decides to dump the evidence into the ocean like Osama's alleged body.
Sincerely, Joseph DuPont 908 754 7989
-------------------------

Dear Editor: Osama dead= USD keeps World reserve status?
The death of Osama bin Laden means the U.S. military is quick and powerful and can do what it wants. It also means that since the U.S. military is that
unrivaled, then the dollar will stick around as the world's only reserve currency.
"History shows us that the country with the strongest military is always the
reserve currency," Steve Cortes, founder of the Veracruz market-research firm.
[Editor’s Note: maybe that is yet another reason to re-investigate 9/11/01
Official Story that Arabs/Bin Laudin did it, because that stands out as the most
powerful and sofisticated military attack in history, but Arab’s money is not running anything in USA. It was an inside job by Bush/Clinton/Israel, and that is
why the USD is still the World Reserve Currency per that perspective. ]
"I think the ability of those heroes, of SEAL Team 6, to project power globally shows us that U.S. military is uncontested in its dominance, and I think the
currency will re-assert accordingly.
=======

Obama Birth Certificate? Hospital ? Negro ?
"Kenya" didn't even exist until 1978 although Obama was born in 1961.
That particlar hospital was named KAUAIKEOLANI Children's Hospital until
1978 and did not become KAPI'OLANI Maternity and Gynecological Hospital
until 1978, which was seventeen years AFTER Obama was born. The birth certificate is an "abstract" which means it is a copy, not the original, or even a copy
of the original. Also, his father's "race" is listed as African which IS NOT A
RACE, EVEN NOW. At that point in time, he would be listed as "NEGRO".
Shakey ground. If this "document" is what you are basing Barack H. Obama's
eligibility to hold the highest office in the land, purporting that it proves that Mr.
Obama is a "natural born citizen, then you are both guilty of fraud.
=============

Pelosi FlipFlop on Obama Killing
When Pres. Bush was still in power leading the hunt for the his most wanted terrorist OBL, California Democrat House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said capturing or killing Osama bin Laden was not vital to national security. “Even if
he’s is caught tomorrow, it is five years too late. Even to capture him now I
don't think makes us any safer,” she said five years ago.
But now the murder of Osama Bin Ladin has been admitted by Barack
Obama et al, and Obama-democrat is a member of her own party, Pelosi has
changed her tune. “The death of Osama bin Laden marks the most significant
development in our fight against al-Qaida,” she said on Monday.
==============================

Osama Bin Laudin Dead Years Ago of Kidney Failure
OBL killed by American Special Forces. These soldiers then took his body,
and buried it at sea.
That’s the story from Obama. But I don’t buy it.
Just to be clear, I do not believe Bin Laden is still alive. I believe what a
lot of intelligence analysts have been privately saying for a long time now: That
Bin Laden died of kidney failure in December 2001, and that he was buried by
his followers in an unmarked grave in the mountains between Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
After all, it was a known fact that Bin Laden had severe kidney problems.
People who spoke with him in 2000 and 2001 said how sick he looked, and
described symptoms that matched kidney failure. From these accounts, the international intelligence community was pretty much in agreement that he had some
sort of severe kidney problems. Without dialysis or a kidney transplant—neither
which would have been available to him in the aftermath of 9/11—he wouldn’t
have much chance of long term survival.
From 2002 onward, there hasn’t been a single undisputed Bin Laden sighting—even though he was supposed to be the most hunted man on earth.
Furthermore, in Bin Laden’s videotaped rants that were periodically released, he
never referred to current events. The only times he did refer to current events
was on some of the 30 audio tapes he allegedly released over the last ten
years—“allegedly” because many of these audio tapes are in dispute, as to
whether they actually were made by Bin Laden or not.
Moreover—and most tellingly—the American military’s efforts to capture
Bin Laden “dead or alive” in W.’s ridiculous phrase dropped to almost nothing
after 2003. Many people from both the Left and the Right wondered at this dismissal of Bin Laden as a viable threat by the defense and intelligence communities—his dismissal even as someone to worry about, or even take seriously.
After 2003, for the next eight years, the American military offered up a
mere token effort to find him “dead or alive”. An attitude that makes absolutely
no sense at all—unless you already know that the man is dead, and that his body
will likely never be found.
Facts show that Osama didn't actually present a risk to the U.S. You'll recall
that he said he was angry at USA for three reasons: 1) the U.S. had its troops in
Muslim lands; 2) the U.S. was supporting the stooges running those countries;
and 3) the U.S. was supporting Israel, which he deemed an oppressor of the
Palestinians. Therefore, the U.S. should desisted from those things.
Extra-judicial assassination is not “justice”—it’s merely revenge, something
that Christianity, the dominant morality of the United States, specifically rejects.
Don’t believe me? Read Matthew 5:38, or more apropos, Luke 6:27.
Justice would have been served if Osama had been captured, flown to New
York, and tried in a (civilian) court for the events of 9/11. The sad thing is,
we’ll probably never know the truth—which is a pity. The fact that bin Laden
is now acknowledged to be dead will change nothing - certainly not for the better. I find it shocking that the agents [Obama et al] of the U.S. government just
kills people in USA, and abroad, without even a show trial like Saddam got.
History does not long entrust the care of freedom to the weak or the timid.
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